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Letter

President

from the Editorial Secretary

Firstly, thank you all for supporting
the continued growth and publication
of our very own newsletter, Berita
Ortopedik. We started the new year
fresh with new challenges with some of
us reeling from the recent Klang Valley
floods to the current surge in Omicron
cases. Overall, we are grateful that life
has somewhat returned to normal (or
new normal at least) and most of us
are back to doing our usual routine of
patients and surgical cases.
The current council, helmed by Dr.
Suhail, has been very active with
planning the upcoming MOA ASM and

getting the finances of the Malaysian
Orthopaedic Association in good order.
Our new council members (namely
Drs Shams and Timothy) have been
extremely diligent in engaging with
social media and organizing regular
webinars on behalf of MOA. I hope all
members support them by attending
and engaging with the various MOA
initiatives being brought forward by the
council.
With regards to the editorial board, we
are happy to introduce new members
to the team namely, Drs Gayathri,
Norsaidatul and Devarani who have
been excellent at keeping up with
work, articles and regular meetings. I
would like to take this opportunity to
sincerely thank our previous editorial
board members from the last council,
namely Drs Fairuz Suhaimi, Shams Amir,
Nik Aizah, Rusdi Draman and Amber
Haseeb for their camaraderie, tireless
efforts, honesty and encouragement
throughout their time with Berita
Ortopedik. They really made our jobs
much happier and easier. Hopefully
future editorial board members follow
their cue in the not-too-distant
future.
Finally, I once again thank the
members for their continuous
support. Our readership has
increased in magnitude over the
past year (over 600 views for
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our last edition). We appreciate our
industry sponsors who continue to help
us with publications and here’s hoping
for bigger and better soon! When you
get the link for Berita Ortopedik at every
issue, please remember to click and
share with as many people as possible.
Your little effort goes a long way!
Dr Gandhi Nathan Solayar
Editorial Secretary
Malaysian Orthopaedic Association
8th February 2022
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A Tribute to A
Great Man:

Prof Hassan
Shukor

Allahyarham Associate Professor
Mohammad Hassan Shukor, also
popularly known as Ya Hassan
was an exemplary Orthopaedic
& Trauma surgeon. He was a
dedicated teacher and a fine doctor
to say the least. I first met this
simple, yet strict man in my fourth
year as a medical student in UKM
in 1994. His reputation as a strict
lecturer never failed to precede him.
He was the killer in exams. When
our names were listed to undergo
clinical exams, we knew that only
probably 2 out of 5 would pass.
You had better pray to be polled in
the group amongst the least clever
students to raise your chances of
passing. He was a no-nonsense
guy.
If you had a seminar or bedside
teaching with him, you had better
be really prepared. You had to
know every word and what it
meant. I kid you not, he knew all
the fine print in the mother Apley
Orthopaedic textbook. You had to
also read recent journals on the
topic. Otherwise, you would earn a
lot of ‘mangkuks’. I remember being
a usual target in my fourth year,
probably by being big myself, there
was nowhere for me to hide.
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That constant push, probably had
something to do with me ending
up being an Orthopaedic surgeon
today. Those who have collected
the ‘mangkuks’ would probably
remember well. Some took it to
heart, whereas some brushed it off
and laughed at how not-so-clever
they were. In other words, admitting
how dumb they were, despite
making it to a prestigious medical
school. In spite of all this, he took
a keen interest in many of his
students. He would know who was
from which state etc. Occasionally,
he would even remember the
student’s family background.
We were reunited in 1998 when I
came back to UKM as a Trainee
Lecturer to pursue my post
graduate studies. He was a very
well-read person! Try quoting a
recent article in a journal and con
yourself through. He would catch
you. He probably read them all.
How did he do this one wonders?
He used to spend so much time in
the library. Ask any UKM medical
librarian. They were all his buddies.
They would tell you which journal
he read yesterday evening and
which recently launched book he
had requested the library to buy.

You can imagine how I felt when
I saw him in the examiners room
during my part 2 Orthopaedic
Masters Examination. It brought
me back to my undergraduate
days. Sure ‘bungkus’, I thought to
myself. Thankfully all went well.
He grilled me inside out! Eventually,
we became working colleagues
when I started as a lecturer in
UKM in 2002. He was like an older
brother. Forever inspiring us to be
innovative, take up new challenges
and pushed us to progress in our
careers. He always encouraged us
to try out new surgical procedures.
One can draw similarities between
Prof Hassan and a macaroon, you
know the hard on the outside and
soft in the core type. He has lived a
life envious to many. A gentleman
and an honourable surgeon who
had served the country well. May
his memory continue to bless
those whom he has touched. Prof
Hassan, I will surely miss you. BO
by Dr Suhail Abdullah
Malaysian Orthopaedic
Association President 2021-2022
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Memories of Prof Hassan: It’s the Part 1 Basic Science Exams. Anatomy table. I had just
been handed a shrivelled thyroid gland by an anatomist. Perspiring from the effort of
recalling facts. My hands were trembling. My mind was blank. Next was Prof Hassan. He
gently comforted me, assuring me that everything was fine. Handed me a vertebra and in
a calm, soothing tone asked me about it. I suddenly relaxed and all the facts came rushing
back. He saved me in my exams.
And what is most enduring - It’s 4pm. Most people are preparing to go home, pick their
kids or thinking of dinner. The library is virtually empty. Some shadows hurrying about
scuttling between the shelves. Without fail, he cuts a lone figure in the library lounge.
Avidly absorbing the latest Orthopaedic news, journal, surgical technique. That is Prof
Hassan. A giant of Malaysian Orthopaedic Surgery.
by Prof Madya Shalimar Abdullah
Hospital Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia [HUKM]

Prof Ya Hassan was one of the nicest men I knew. He was a true gentleman. A man of principle,
knowledgeable and humble. I found him refreshingly calm and very honest in his assessment. He
would call a spade a spade. I enjoyed working with him when I was the Master of Surgery coordinator
and when we were examining together during the part 1 exams. He was tough but fair. There will not
be another one like him for some time. He will be sorely missed. He had fantastic skills. I would
choose him to be my surgeon if ever I needed my joints replaced.
by Prof Datuk Dr Hanafiah Harunarashid
Pro Vice Chancellor, Hospital Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia HUKM

Many years ago, I was his incompetent
registrar. He sensed that I was
inadequate. His questions were
endless. The examinations bore on
indefinitely. Patient after patient. Bed
after bed. He never gave up on me. He
never grew tired of me. It was the most
painful orthopaedic ward rounds and it
lasted for 6 weeks. He made me buck
up. He wasn’t just a professor. He was
a legend. His orthopaedic knowledge
and prowess were astounding. He was
a mentor. He was a father. To many of
us, he was orthopaedics.
by Dr Mohamed Ashraff Mohd Ariff
Pantai Hospital, Kuala Lumpur
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CNY 2022 and Some Tiger Trivia
Lion
dances,
red
packets
(angpows), mandarin oranges
and fireworks – and it’s Chinese
New Year again! The last two CNY
celebrations have been rather
tame, largely due to the COVID-19
pandemic that has dulled the joyful
spirit of Malaysian festivities since
early 2020.
The 2022 CNY is also known as
the Year of the Tiger according
to the Chinese Zodiac calendar.
Though not a believer/follower of
the superstitions surrounding it
personally, here is some tiger trivia
for orthopaedic surgeons entering
the new year.
Special Stripes1
There are no two tigers with the
same stripes! Just like fingerprints,
the stripes are different for every
tiger. Similarly, we are all unique in
our own ways – both in personality,
strengths, and weaknesses. Let us
keep this in mind as we interact
with each other in 2022. Also, do
not be disheartened if you seem
to be “slower” than others – we
each have our own path to tread.
Set personal goals as we enter the
new year; refrain from comparing
too much with peers as it can be
discouraging.
Strong and Versatile
Tigers are strong both on land and
in water. Despite weighing up to
300+kg, tigers can run as fast as

65km/hour; swim nearly 30km in
a day and jump 5 meters vertically!
The movement control orders and
all its’ variants have led to reduced
physical activity and deleterious
effects on our health. Obesity,
osteoporosis, sarcopenia, etc. are
all on the rise; conditions that are
largely preventable with something
simple – exercise.
May one of our 2022 resolutions
be that of improving our physical
health. Say no to sedentary
lifestyles as we strive to improve
our fitness levels and overall
wellbeing. Get a group of friends;
sign up for a gym membership; or
simply start a routine of morning
walks before work. It is a lifestyle
change of a thousand miles that
begins with a single step.
Sharing Meals2
Unlike lions who will fight till death
over a meal – tigers have been
known to share meals and take
turns to eat. The sense of generosity,
teamwork and selflessness is
strong among tigers.
Let us too be gracious to fellow
colleagues in sharing knowledge,
experience as we build friendships
and expand our network. Has
2021 been full of colleague-related
conflicts? Have you not been able
to look a fellow doctor in the eye?
Is there someone you need to

References:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Morgan, Sally. Amazing Animal Hunters: Tigers.
Mankato, MN: Amicus, 2011.
Squire, Ann O. Tigers: A True Book. New York:
Scholastic, 2005.
https://themysteriousworld.com/mostpowerful-animal-bites/
Firestone, Mary. Reasons to Care about Tigers
[Animals in Peril]. Berkeley Heights, NJ: Enslow
Publishers, Inc., 2010.

Picture taken during a thanksgiving CNY 2019
service in church. After two years without a
proper reunion, the author (far left in orange)
– hopes for one this CNY 2022!
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reconcile with as you enter 2022?
The year ahead is full of challenges
and only by running together can
we go far.
Symbols of Stealth and Strength3-4
Tigers are more elusive than lions
and hunt with shrewdness, strategy
and stealth. They lie in wait and
ambush their prey at an opportune
time. Let us plan, calculate and set
goals for 2022 with a new resolve.
Tigers are also recognized globally
as a symbol of power, fighting spirit,
strength and confidence. Exerting
over 1000 pounds per square inch,
their jaws are stronger than lions
(at 640psi).
Are you weary and burdened from a
year of hurdles, challenges and the
storms of life? May the baggage
of 2021 not dampen our spirit
entering into 2022 – let us recharge
and start afresh. Do not give up! BO
Prepared by:
Dr Timothy Cheng
Hospital Duchess of Kent
Timothy Cheng is an orthopaedic
surgeon who graduated from UM
last year and has just completed his
gazettement. Currently serving in
Hospital Duchess of Kent, Sandakan
and wishes the best for all Malaysian
orthopods as they celebrate CNY
2022!
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A Short Chat with
Dr. Lee Chong Meng
Dr. Lee is one of the earliest, fellowship trained arthroplasty surgeons in this country. He kindly shares his
experiences and anecdotes with the author. The comments in italics were written post interview solely by the
author’s discretion.
Would you kindly give us your
background Dr. Lee? Who are you?
I am originally from Malacca but
my parents moved the family to KL
in my early teens. My secondary
school was initially at Sekolah
Menengah Sultan Abdul Samad in
PJ, a huge school with the good and
naughty boys. I was somewhere in
the middle. In form three, I joined
the Sekolah Menengah Teknik KL
(Technical Institute or TI) with my
initial plan of doing engineering as
a career. When I failed to get into
UTM, my father bought me a oneway ticket to Australia to pursue
my tertiary studies. I completed
my matriculation in Australia
and studied medicine at Sydney
University. I graduated in 1986
(with 1st class honours, wah power
wey!)
What about your early working
years?
I initially worked in Sydney before
returning to Malaysia in 1987. My
first posting was to Hospital Kuala
Lumpur (HKL) in General surgery
under my mentor Dato’ Mehta where
I learnt to be OCD. His attention to

detail instilled in me this healthy
‘paranoia’ which I carry till today
and I owe him for that. In 1988,
I transferred into Orthopaedics
HKL where I remained for close to
ten years and started with Dato’
Sivanandan as my first boss. At
the time, we had 4 wards with
about 30 patients in each (totalling
over 120 patients) and there were
only four MOs for Orthopaedics.
We did everything and there are

many stories to tell. I remember
that femur fractures would have
to wait three to four weeks for a
K-nail and hence, Steinman pin and
traction was the name of the game
then. (He recalled a story about a
patient in HKL however, this author
has omitted it here for political
correctness. Contact Dr. Lee for
the account ). We were always very
busy, not like these days where
there are so many MOs for every

A young Dr. Lee Chong Meng with Dr. Kevin Hardinge. Wrightington Hospital 1992
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look, take what you want”. I grabbed
a full femur and asked “Prof, you
sure ah…. no need to pay” and he
politely agreed.

With Dr. Chit Ranawat at the Joint Reconstruction Unit, Hospital Kuala Lumpur 1995

hospital. A different time. While in
HKL, I sat and passed the FRCS
examination from Edinburgh in
1990 and became a specialist.
Why arthroplasty boss?
As I said, I went to technical school
and my mind works in a very
mechanical way. Actually, I initially
wanted to pursue engineering as
in the 80’s, this was sought after.
Arthroplasty to me is something
I understand and it suits me. I
was lucky to be accepted for
the Commonwealth fellowship
and trained at the prestigious
Wrightington
Hospital
where
the great Sir John Charnley had
practiced.
How was your fellowship Dr. Lee?
That one year was really fun. The
case load is huge and the hospital
staff is so well trained, turnover
time in OT is amazing. We would
easily do 15 – 20 arthroplasty
cases in a day. My list was on
Friday afternoon because (smiling),
the senior consultants will take
that afternoon off for golf. I can
never forget my first TKR where I
was the primary operator. I found
out that Hardinge (yes, the famous
Dr. Hardinge from the Hardinge
approach for hip hemiarthroplasty)
was to supervise my operation.
I was so stressed that halfway
through, he asked me “Lee, have
you gone lateral for some reason?”
It suddenly hit me that I did a lateral
parapatellar approach which I
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almost never do! He laughed when
I tried to explain that I was stressed
and thankfully, the patient did
well afterwards. Needless to say,
patellar tracking was excellent! It
was a great experience and I have
also sent other Malaysian surgeons
to Wrightington for their training
after I returned.
How was life in HKL after you came
back?
I started the Joint Reconstruction
Unit (JRU) after I returned and we
were lucky to receive a large grant
from the government. RM200,000
in the early 90’s goes much longer
compared to these days (laughing).
With the money, we decided that
the primary goal was to purchase
as many implants as possible
and perform as many surgeries
to benefit the greatest number
of patients. I also bought a deep
freezer and we started the first
bone bank in HKL at that time.
Any interesting stories about JRU
for our Berita readers?
This one I can’t forget. We had
a case of proximal femoral
chondrosarcoma and at that time, I
happened to be in Singapore. I was
with Prof Aziz Nathar who headed
the National University Hospital
Singapore bone bank and I casually
asked if I could see it. “Sure lah Lee,
come and see” and he took me to
this room and I got a shock! There
were so many bones and tissues all
over the place and he says “Have a

Wait a second, how do you know
the size of the femur? More
importantly, how did you bring it
back home?
Agak – agak only, where got time to
measure x-rays (sic) (Wow, Uncle
Lee here is a legend 😊)  Bringing 
that thing back was the best. I
put it in an ice box and drove it
across the causeway. I was lucky
that Singapore side didn’t stop
me. When I reached Johor, the
immigration officer asked “ada
apa dalam kotak ini?” to which I
replied “tulang manusia Encik”.
With a nonchalant look, he smiled
and goes “OK Doktor, jalan…..”
which I promptly did. Boy, I love
our Malaysia. (This author totally
agrees with Uncle Lee here). Back
in HKL, we performed the tumour
excision and used the femoral
allograft together with a total hip
replacement. I think the patient
did ok afterwards, but I don’t know
whether he survived long term.
Wah, JRU doing tumours also
Dr Lee? Who else was in your
department?
At that time, there were no
Orthopaedic oncology trained
surgeons so yes, we did our fair
share. There were a few of us
over the years in the department
and I recall initially there was
Jagjit (Dr. Jagjit Singh, Sentosa
Hospital) and Chin (Dr. Chin Chee
Howe, Gleneagles Hospital). Later
surgeons included BP Lim (Dato’
Lim Boon Ping, OSC Hospital),
Ruslan (Prof. Ruslan Nazaruddin
Simanjuntak,
ALTY
Hospital)
and Badrul (Dato’ Badrul Shah
Badaruddin, ALTY Hospital). It was
a good time till I left for private
practice in 1995.
The million-dollar question Dr.
Lee, why did you leave government
practice?
To be frank, I really loved working
in HKL. At the time, I lived in
Taman Desa and it was not too
far from my home. The learning
and experience you get from MOH
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(Ministry of Health) is excellent
and as a specialist, you enjoy a
comfortable lifestyle. You don’t
have to deal with, sorry to use the
word, mundane cases and by the
time the patient comes to you, it is
normally something complex and
interesting. The story of why I left
I think I will not mention here. The
fact that I couldn’t afford to pay
for repair of my old Mercedes that
I brought back from the UK was a
contributing factor! Regardless,
I then applied and got my first
private job at Subang Jaya Medical
centre in 1995. Since then, I also
joined Sunway Medical Centre and
recently, we have started our own
centre OSC (Orthopaedic Specialist
Centre) in USJ.
Any thoughts/regrets/lamentations
about your decision then?
I am not ungrateful; it is true that
in private practice, the money is
good. However, the price you pay
is that for the most part, being in
private is a lonely existence. There
is no one to review your decisions
and not many discussions are
done about patients and their
management. That’s why our
WhatsApp discussion group for
MSHKS (Malaysian Society for Hip
& Knee Surgery) is a great thing in
my opinion. We can discuss and
comment about cases and get
advice from others. It is really good.

Of course, the other thing in private
practice is the fear of medico-legal
matters as you don’t have anyone
to fall back to apart from yourself.
That’s why I am always on the
lookout for ML (medico-legal) red
flags when patients see me more
so than I did in government service.
Lastly, most cases in private
practice are fairly routine, like
standard TKRs and THRs. It is not
as exciting as the complex cases
we used to do in HKL.
Wrapping up, is there any advice
you have for the young MOs today?
If you like hands-on work and are
mechanically minded, Orthopaedic
surgery is a good choice for you.
Always ask yourself whenever you
are treating patients, are you doing
the right thing for the right reasons.
I mentioned that Prof Mehta taught
me this healthy paranoia when I
was a young MO and I think this
is a good thing. Do not perform
unnecessary surgery just because
you need operate and improve
your numbers. Always ensure
you communicate well with your
patients, not just operate based
on x-rays alone. When dealing
with a difficult problem, don’t shy
away from asking advise from
your seniors or colleagues for fear
of losing face. Sometimes, it is
good to step aside, think about the
repercussions of your treatment

and management plan and make
good, safe decisions with the
patients’ best interests at heart.
Keep it sincere.
What advice would you give young
specialists who are thinking of
going private themselves?
Before you decide on private
practice, make sure you have
good training to deal with cases
independently. It is not only
performing the operation; you
must be able to deal with potential
complications by yourself and
this comes with experience. Do
not rush into private practice
and start performing surgeries
for the first time just because of
financial gain. For new surgeons
in private practice, don’t shy away
from asking advice from senior,
experienced colleagues. Always
remember to put the patient’s
interest before your own.
Lastly, what advice would you give
your younger self if you had a time
machine? Would you have done
anything different?
I don’t think so, I am quite happy
with how things turned out for me
and that is the most important
thing. I think one good advice
would be to always think and
reflect on your failures. It is easy
and tempting to boast about
one’s achievements but I think,
remembering your failures keeps
you grounded and makes you more
careful with your decision making.
Learn from and never forget your
previous mistakes. To this day, I
still remember my failures, but not
my successes.
Ok boss, thanks for your time.
Sorry, the 5-minute interview took a
bit longer. I like listening to stories 😊 
No problem. If you want, I can tell
you about the other interesting
and funny things from HKL but we
can save that for some other time.
(Now, time to take a selfie with
Uncle Lee! ) BO

With Dr. Bill Harris, Harvard Medical School (circa 1994)

Prepared by:
Dr Gandhi Nathan Solayar
Orthopaedic Specialist Centre &
Ara Damansara Medical Centre
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Metabolic Health in Orthopaedic
Practice - Is It Our Problem?
In orthopaedics, we treat the
consequences
of
metabolic
diseases on a daily basis. Diabetic
foot ulcers and wound infections
are mushrooming with the patient
demographic getting younger
and younger. In the hospital I
currently work in, more then 50%
of the daily admissions are due to
wound infection in patients with
underlying diabetes, hypertension,
obesity or end stage renal failure
(ESRF). In fact, almost every
day we have a newly diagnosed
diabetic admitted, with most of
them under the age of 40. This is
not surprising as the Malaysian
National Health and Morbidity
Survey in 2019 showed that 18.3%
of our population is diabetic and
50% of Malaysians are overweight,
with 20% of them obese, giving us
the title of “sweetest” and “fattest”
nation in Asia. The National Health
and Nutritional Survey (2009-2016)
of the United States of America
showed that 85% of the American
adult population is prediabetic or
diabetic, a condition accelerated by
lifestyle, and causes carbohydrate
intolerance. The numbers are likely
similar globally.

wound is clean. However, almost
always the patient will return
with a new infection or another
complication of diabetes not too
long later. The vicious cycle then
repeats itself.

When a patient presents with
a diabetic foot ulcer, we would
eradicate the infection, and this
often involves sacrificing a toe or
a limb. The medical comorbidities
are usually managed by physicians.
Patient would then be discharged
with diabetes medications once the

One day she was asked – What
are you eating? Her answer- “Saya
cuma minum susu ini saja doktor,
6 kali satu hari” pointing to a large
tin of supplemental milk that every
diabetic patient gets in the ward. I
decided to take a closer look at the
content only to find out that the
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Over the last three years, I
noticed an alarming increase
of spondylodiscitis cases. The
number had increased from
about 20 cases in the year 2019
to 60 cases in the year 2020, then
doubled again in the year 2021.
The age ranged from 14 to 84, and
every single one of them had an
underlying comorbidity of either
prediabetes, diabetes, obesity or
ESRF. As these cases require long
term care in the hospital, it was
observed that there was very poor
glycemic control in all of them.
One case in particular was a lady in
her 50’s, a case of spondylodiscitis
with acute paraplegia. She
had undergone surgery and
was recovering but her sugar
was always high ranging from
12-15mmol/L. Her medications had
been increased over time, but blood
glucose control remained poor.

milk had a very high carbohydrate
content, contained seed oils and
had added sugar among the top 5
ingredients. She had no problem
in consuming real food, but she
thought that the milk was the best
nutrient for her as it was expensive
and provided by the hospital. We
advised her to stop the milk and
to start eating real food. Within 24
hours, her sugar was in the single
digit range. Over the next few
weeks, her sugar normalized, her
medications were deprescribed,
her neurology recovered, and she
walked home. I have since stopped
prescribing supplemental milk to
those that can consume real food.
This example made me realize
that there must be an important
connection
between
food
consumption and the patient’s
metabolic health. We then took a
more ‘kiasu’ approach in obtaining
information on what our patients
consume by providing them with
a food diary. They are required to
fill it up and their sugar levels are
monitored pre and post meals.
This will allow the patients to see
the direct effect of the type of food
consumed and their glucose levels.
The food diary will paint a trend in
the patient’s eating habit.
The second patient was Madam
CM is a 60-year-old lady who
was admitted in March 2021 for
a diagnostic steroid injection.
On admission, her sugar was
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20mmol/L. She was on 150 units
of insulin daily, taken 5 times a
day and 17 other medications for
her hypertension, gastritis and
heart disease. She expressed
her frustration that her weight
had ballooned to 84 kilogram(kg)
despite eating only small quantities
of food. Her food consisted of rice,
noodles for breakfast, biscuits and
fruits for snacks. She was eating
every 3-4 hours. She complained
of always feeling hungry. She was
advised to prioritize her proteins
and increase the intake of healthy
fats such as in eggs, fish and
meats. The bread and noodles
for breakfast was replaced with
2 to 4 eggs. For her main meals,
she doubled up her protein and
vegetable portions. We calculated
her daily insulin requirement in the
ward, and we managed to reduce
her insulin dosage down to 60 units
in about 10 days.
The third case is a 47-year-old lady,
Miss B, who presented in September
2020 with spondylodiscitis and
acute paraplegia. She was on
insulin injection at night and
three oral hypoglycemic agents
(OHA) prior to admission. Her
HbA1C was 10. She had multiple
infections, pressure sores and was
hypoalbunaemic.
In order to increase her protein,
she was encouraged to consume
eggs, fish and red meat. In about

Early 2020

Patient Miss B’ s images

2019

11

January 2022

Patient Madam JL' s images
10 days, her albumin went up
from 18 to 25g/dL. She aimed
for a lower carbohydrate, higher
protein and healthy fat food
consumption. In the ward, she
started fasting from 12 hours then
gradually to 16 hours. By the 3rd
month she was weaned off insulin.
In February 2021, patient took
her health improvement plan to
another level by using a continuous
glucose monitoring (CGM) device
to help her identify which foods

December 2020

December 2021

are causing her blood sugar level
to spike. She was discharged on
March 2021 with only Metformin.
She had lost about 20 kg in one
year and her recent HbA1C is
5.2. She feels very energetic and
undergoes physiotherapy 2-3 times
per week. She is also looking more
radiant and younger, as seen in the
pictures.
The fourth patient is 50-year-old
lady Madam JL, who is under
regular follow up in the spine clinic
after post-fusion surgery. She
has diabetes for 10 years, was on
insulin 24/26 units daily for the
last 3 years and one OHA. She was
84 kg in 2021 and had been trying
unsuccessfully to lose weight for
2 years. She had gained a lot of
weight since starting insulin. She
expressed her intention to lose
weight and to eventually stop her
insulin.
In August 2021, she was given
a food diary and she applied a
continuous
glucose
monitor.
She tested her sugar levels after
taking her food with the CGM and
was shocked to find out her usual
breakfast of bread and jam or
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grains spiked her sugar to more
than 10. At night, she would get
hungry and snack on biscuits.
She started to make food
modifications, avoiding processed
food,
refined
carbohydrates,
fruits and added sugar. She
started intermittent fasting in
November 2021 and at the same
time restarted her exercising. She
exercises in a fasted state and
feels very energetic. In January
2022, she is off insulin and on only
one combination OHA. She has lost
9 kg of body weight in the last 4
months, feels lighter, with less back
pain, avoiding any further spine
operative intervention.
Restoring the metabolic health
in the patient is so vital that
modifying it will vastly improve
their outcome. Their wounds dry up
faster, their pain score is less, and
their biochemical markers improve
tremendously, leading to a smooth
post op recovery.
Educating my team of medical
and house officers (who I fondly

refer to as #metabolicminions),
is crucial to help spread the word
far and wide. Most of the doctors
are initially clueless to this holistic
approach to patient care, but after
seeing the positive changes in our
patients, they have readily become
an advocate. They learn to take full
responsibility of their orthopaedic
patient, not just treating the
orthopaedic problem, but handling
the other comorbidities to the best
they can. Spending a bit more
extra time to talk to their patient
and looking into their medical
problems has a profound effect on
the patient. Patients usually have
high regard for the surgeon, since
they are the primary medical care
giver for them in the ward and will
usually listen to them and follow
their advice.
Staying
metabolically
robust
will help keep us cognitively and
physically healthy. Those lifestyle
changes above allowed my team
to help many patients, friends and
family members to take charge
of their health, wean off their
medication, lose weight and keep

them away from the hospital.
This will lessen the burden on our
over strained healthcare system.
The mentality of treating every
disease with a drug for the rest
of one’s life has to change. We
need to empower ourselves with
knowledge to medically manage
our patient and treat the person as
a whole, rather than segmentally,
according to each organ system.
Perhaps it is time for us to start
investing time and money to learn
about metabolic health in order to
give our patients the best holistic
care possible.
So is metabolic health an
orthopaedic problem? No, it is
actually everyone’s problem. BO
Prepared by:
Nur Aida Faruk Senan
Hospital Umum Sarawak
Edited by:
Dr Devarani Pancharatnam

Note:
I would like to express my heartfelt gratitude to my mentor Dr Wong Chung Chek for
inspiring me to take this journey in improving my knowledge related to metabolic
health and sharing his extensive knowledge on this matter. My heartfelt gratitude also
goes out to Col (Dr) Nurzeti Shaik Ahmad, a military army physician who has taught me
more about diabetes and metabolic health in the last two years then I have ever learnt
as a doctor. A special thank you to my dear colleagues, #metabolicminions, family and
friends for listening to my ramblings and giving me the best support in my pursuit to
improve the patients metabolic health, one patient, one person at a time.
Nur Aida Faruk Senan
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Consent was obtained from the patients to include their stories and images.
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1st Malaysian Society for Hip and
Knee Surgeons Conference 2021
and Annual General Meeting

The first Malaysian Society for
Hip and Knee Surgeons (MSHKS)
conference was held on the 3rd
and 4th of December, 2021 at the
Connexion Conference & Event
Centre, Kuala Lumpur. After several
delays due to the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic,
the
conference
finally kicked off with a physical
meeting and many enthusiastic
participants. There were a total of
144 delegates and the exhibition
area featured 19 booths with strict
SOPs firmly in place.
The theme was ‘Perspective in
Hip and Knee Surgery: Updates
on Arthroscopy, Osteotomy and
Arthroplasty’. Over the course of
two days, the symposiums, plenary
lectures and panel discussions
featured many eminent and
distinguished speakers from all
over the country, providing insight
and new updates on the topics
presented. Day one focused on the
knee joint whilst day two focused
on the hip joint.
This year, a section of the
scientific programme included
talks on robotics and technology
in
arthroplasty.
This
was
complemented with robotic total
knee replacement workshops
featuring robots from three different
systems . The availability of these
robots during the conference
allowed participants to experience
and have a feel of what it is like to
perform surgery with these tools.

Active participation from the delegates.

Hands-on experience using robot-assisted total knee replacement.
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After a long hiatus from physical
meets, many valued the face-toface interaction, including industry
partners who were able to showcase
their latest products in person.
Quoting a fellow participant, ‘The
best part about this conference
was the chance to meet up with
friends and colleagues as well as
make new connections’.
The MSHKS annual general
meeting was conducted following
the conclusion of the conference.
Appreciation was given to the
previous council and a new council
was successfully elected. After
almost 2 years of virtual meetings,
this event provided a nice change.
Kudos to the organizing committee
for a conference well organized! BO

Esteemed panellists. From left, A/P Gandhi Nathan Solayar, Dato’ Dr Abdul Rauf
Ahmad, Dato’ Dr Lim Boon Ping, Dr G Ruslan Nazaruddin Simanjuntak, Prof Jamal Azmi
Mohamad, Dato’ Dr Suresh Chopra, Prof Azlina Amir Abbas

Prepared by:
Dr Jade Ho Pei Yuik
Ministry of Health

Past President Dato’ Dr Badrul Shah Badaruddin handing over the baton to newlyelected President Professor Azhar Merican.

MSHKS Council 2021/2023. From left,
Dr Jade Ho (Council member), Dato’
Dr Badrul Shah Badaruddin (Council
member and immediate Past President),
Professor Azhar Merican (President), Dr
Chua Hwa Sen (Secretary), Dr Kunalan
Ganthel (Council member), Dr Shahrul
Hisham Sulaiman (Treasurer), Dr Khairul
Anwar Ayob (Council member).
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Malaysian International
ASAMI Conference
25th 26th August 2021 (Virtual)
6th and 7th December 2021 (Physical)
Introduction
ASAMI Malaysia is the official
Malaysian chapter of ASAMI
INTERNATIONAL, dedicated to
limb lengthening and deformity
correction. Officially registered
in 2013, ASAMI MALAYSIA aim
to provide platform for surgeons
to learn the principles and latest
advances in limb lengthening and
deformity correction.
Malaysian International ASAMI
conference is a biannual event that
alternates with the National Ilizarov
course. It was initially planned to
be held in August 2020, but was
cancelled due to the worsening
situation of Covid-19 in Malaysia.
The 2021 conference which was
organized by the International
Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM)
Orthopaedic department, was
planned to be held in two parts;
an online conference in August
2021, and a physical conference in
December 2021 (pending the covid
situation).

l AC Hotel by Marriot Kuantan, Pahang

Online (Virtual) Conference 25th 26th August 2021
Since the beginning of the Covid
pandemic, orthopaedic fraternities
around the world had turned to
online solutions, due to the various
degree of MCOs (Movement
Control Order) of the respective
countries. With the advancement
of technology, conferences can be
attended online/virtually via various
apps nowadays. In Malaysia, MOA
ASM (Annual Scientific Meeting)
was held completely on a virtual
platform for the first time ever in
June 2021.
ASAMI Conference is not an
exception and had used the Zoom
app as a medium for an online
conference. The first day of the
online conference saw topics
of trauma, deformity correction
and infection presented. The
second day saw topics on foot
and ankle, paediatric orthopaedic,
orthoplastic and rehabilitation
being delivered. Attendees were
fortunate to have notable speakers
from all over the world which

included Dr Selvadurai Nayagam
from England, Prof Dr Asadullah
Makhdom from Pakistan, Prof Dr
Chang Wug Oh from Korea, Prof
Dr Tsukasa Teramoto from Japan,
Prof Dr Jiancheng Zang from
China, Prof Dr Ibrahim Aboumira
from Egypt, Prof Dr Mofakhkharul
Bari from Bangladesh and Prof Dr
Mehmet Kocaoglu from Turkey.
Home grown experts included
one of the pioneers of ASAMI in
Malaysia, Prof Dr Saw Aik, who
serves as the current President
of ASAMI Malaysia, Prof Dr Nazri,
Advanced Muskuloskelatal Trauma
(AMT) consultants and consultants
from other subspecialties that use
Ilizarov in their treatments.
19 free papers were also presented
on the first day, and the winners
were announced at the end of
second day.
The online lectures and free paper
presentations were made available
exclusively to registrants on the
YouTube platform which greatly
benefited all participants.

Virtual talk by Dr. Selvadurai Nayagam
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Physical Conference 6th and 7th December 2021
As the Covid situation in Malaysia
improved, physical conference was
given the nod and successfully held
at the AC Hotel by Marriot, Kuantan
Pahang. The first day started in the
afternoon with lectures covering
basic topics on Ilizarov and
Monorail.
The second day started with
lectures about the basic of
Distraction Osteogenesis and
concluded by a saw bone workshop
on Ilizarov tibia and monorail femur
in the afternoon, conducted by
AMT consultants Dr Kamarul AlHaqq Abdul Ghani from Hospital
Tengku Ampuan Rahimah Klang,
and Dr Norhaslinda Bahaudin from
Hospital Tuanku Jaafar Seremban
respectively. Despite the difficulty
that Covid-19 posed, the 2021
ASAMI Conference was a success
and contributed to the continuous
improvement of quality and
standards of Orthopaedic training
in this country. BO

Group photo with the speakers and participants

Prepared by:
Dr Tuan Muhd Fairuz Bin Tuan
Ismail @ Tuan Manah
Hospital Tuanku Jaafar Seremban
Edited by:
Dr Muhammad Lutfi Abdul Rashid

Hands-on saw bone workshop

SURV

E

FORMY
MALAYSIAN ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATION

MENTOR-MENTEE PROGRAM
Open to MOA members only, this Mentor-Mentee Program is
designed to provide junior surgeons with guidance and
mentorship as they begin their career as orthopaedic surgeons.
It is also an opportunity for senior surgeons to give back to the
fraternity. We look forward to your comments and suggestions.
Let us know what you think!
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Humanitarian Section of
MOA: There is No Joy Equal
to That Being Able to Work in
Orthopaedics for All Humanity
Humanitarian efforts have long
been part of most practitioners
on Malaysian shores in some
way or another. Working pro bono
is ingrained in Asian health care
services in many ways. MOA
member efforts have slowly and
steadily increased over the years,
with most of its members work not
being recognized nor documented.
The humanitarian section of
MOA has seen previous work led
by university and public sector
members show excellent work,
including overseas relief work,
Orthopaedic trauma surgeons
working in war-torn hospitals, and
giving quality care to the poor urban
community. Nevertheless, the team
has seen great collaborations that
have developed long-standing
relationships
and
friendships
among the medical fraternity. For
example, some of the collaborations
with MERCY Malaysia and Malaysia
Relief Agency have led to more
MOA member services locally and
internationally than in the past.

stricken
countries.
Examples
of efforts planned for the future
would be a collaboration with SIGN
Fracture NGO to train medical
assistants in the safe application
of External fixators, organizing the
long-term relationship with trauma
hospitals
in
poverty-stricken
societies like in inner Indonesia/
Philippines and many others.
The humanitarian section of MOA
would like to invite members
to contribute to the section by
sending in information regarding
individual or group efforts in the
past or plans to Ms Uma at 0389966300/ 0126663208 or fill up
the Google Form which you may
access by scanning the QR code
below. Details of any pro-bono
orthopaedic-related efforts can
also be documented and shared
in the abstract section for MOA

AGM 2022. The abstract will need
to follow the general requirements
and format of the event. Members
who wish to join future activities
and contribute to future activities
may contact the MOA secretariate/
Madam Uma. BO
Prepared by:
Dr Sanjiv Rampal
Universiti Putra Malaysia

The MOA Humanitarian section
plans to gather and connect
members who are willing to join
the Humanitarian team and intend
to organize future endeavours
in a more constructive way.
International orthopaedic groups
have in the past organized
international relief in regions
which had undergone natural
disasters, e.g., AAOS presence at
the Pakistan Earthquake 2005, the
training of medical assistants on
applications of external fixators in
poverty-stricken regions, e.g., SIGN
Fracture care efforts in the South
of Philippines and Thailand and
pro bono efforts in training general
orthopaedic surgeons on doing
total knee replacements in poverty-
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A Day to Remember: Experiences
of an Orthopaedic Surgeon During
the Klang Valley Flood Disaster
December 2021
“Miss, we have 2 emergency
operations today, both involving
paediatric patients. Are you
coming?” The medical officer
on-call messaged me early on a
Saturday morning. I replied “Yes”
and quickly got ready to head to
the hospital for both emergency
cases. It had been raining non-stop
since Friday. Most of us knew that
the following days would be filled
with rain, in accordance with the
information from the Meteorology
Department. Well, it was end of
the year and the rainy season was
starting so we were used to it by
now.
Messages
from
WhatsApp
continuously came in, informing
us that some parts of the Banting
area had already been flooded.
I was driving with caution. As I
reached Rimbayu IJM Land, the
water level was already rising in
some parts of the road, however
I just braced through it, hoping it
would be temporary. After I finished
my operations at 3.30pm, I headed
straight home. It was still raining

from Banting to Puchong, and the
water level on the roads were still
as high as it was in the morning.
As I approached the entrance to my
housing area, I was stopped by a
few men guarding the road beside
the Klang River, informing me that
the roads were already covered with
water. I could see that the drains
were overflowing and some houses
on lower land were already covered
with flood water. I redirected myself
to reach home safely, calling my
husband enquiring if water had
already flooded our house. My
street was apparently unaffected,
and everyone was still at home as
usual. The water level had already
risen at certain roads surrounding
our
neighbourhood,
forming
somewhat of an island. My sister’s
family, who were staying in the
same area, were not aware of the
rising water level when we alerted
them to it.

Our compound soon became an
isolated island, and a few of our
neighbours started to seek refuge
in our compound, bringing in their
elderly and children. People started
bringing their cars and motorbikes
to our compound, hoping that our
space could give them shelter until

At about 5pm, the street drains
were overflowing, and houses
were starting to get filled with

Figure 1: Neighbours started to park their cars and motorcycles in our
compound
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flood water. Our neighbours started
packing, and everyone was out
on the street. “It will recede soon,
floods have never happened here
before” said an elderly neighbour,
who has resided here for more than
30 years. We listened to him and
tried to calm ourselves. At this point
of time, water had not breached our
compound. Still, we quickly packed
important documents and a few
clothes. We managed to bring
our laptops, tablets, printers, and
important documents up to the
attic.

Figure 2: Flood started to enter my
sister's house and it was moving
fast!
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the flood resolved. We hoped that
if water did reach our compound,
we will still be able to stay put. We
thought it could not be that bad.
Floods had never happened here
before! Why on earth should it
happen now?
But things did not go smoothly, the
water level kept rising, and it was
moving fast. My parents, who stay
15 minutes from our houses were
so anxious, kept asking us to get
out from our house. “We cannot
go anywhere now mom, it’s too
late. All roads are blocked, and no
car can pass through”, we told our
mother who was worried sick. We
were worried sick too. I started
calling all the emergency numbers
provided by friends in WhatsApp
groups. Unfortunately, all of them
were engaged. Frustrated, I called
999 to ask for help from the
Bomba Department. No luck on
that either. Every department was
overwhelmed by this disaster and
informed us that all available help
had gone to Shah Alam and Klang.
No one realized that my area too
been affected by this disaster.
By dusk, the water rose swiftly and
began to gush into both my house
as well as my sister’s. My father
was unable to sit still at home,
and he ended up calling up my
brothers to rescue us. He called us
and said, “I’m coming to pick you,
no matter what happens”. We were
still unable to get hold of the rescue
team. There were a lot of people in
the house, and our last resort would
be to go upstairs and eventually to
the roof. My sister and I started
to pump our children’s swimming
rings. “This is our saviour for now,
at least we can bring our children
out. We don’t know how deep the
water is outside,” said my sister.
Water was moving too fast and
started to enter my sister’s house.
We were shocked when my father
suddenly appeared at the front
door.” Come on, let’s get out of here!”
he shouted. I couldn’t believe my
eyes; my father had parked his car
at the end of highway and walked in
the flood waters to bring us all out.
He brought along my brothers to

Figure 3: The picture of the floodwater levels taken by my brother-in-law, while
waiting for the rescue team at midnight

Figure 4: The water level rose high. Cars and motorbikes sank in the flood.
help. Some of our neighbours were
still reluctant to move out with us,
preferring to stay at the second
floor or worse, up on the roof.

moment, my son’s swimming ring
suddenly slipped from my hand,
and I frantically managed to get
hold of him again. We were praying
loud and hard, hoping we can reach
safe ground soon. We walked about
2 to 3 kilometres in the floodwaters,
highest at our chin level and lowest
at the chest area, until we reached
the LDP (Lebuhraya DamansaraPuchong) Highway. Some parts of
the highway were flooded too, so
we went through the waters again,
this time at the waist area to the
end of the highway. My father drove
us to his house, and my mother
burst into tears as soon as she saw
that we were safe and sound.

My brother-in-law was adamant
to stay behind with a few elderly
neighbours and wait for a proper
rescue team. It was too dangerous
to bring the elderly to walk in the
deep, fast-moving water. So, my
family made our move out of my
house. I had to put my 3 children
on 2 swimming rings and started
pushing them forward. The rain was
heavy, and it was like bullets hitting
our faces. It was a frightening
situation, especially when we
realized that the water level outside
our compound was at chin level! The rain was relentless the whole
The water current was unbelievably night, and we could not sleep
strong. To add to the terrifying throughout the night while waiting
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for my brother-in-law and the rest
of our neighbours to be saved.
My brothers went out again to our
area at 4am, hoping they can at
least get some help. When they
arrived, there were a few NGO
(Non- Governmental Organisation)
boats coming in and out to rescue
trapped people in their houses. My
brothers informed the location of
our houses to one of the volunteers
and they were quick enough to
rescue everyone that sought refuge
at my sister’s house. We were so
grateful that everyone was brought
to safe ground. Many people were
stranded along the highway. Some
sought shelter at mosques and
petrol stations nearby. My family
and I were fortunate that our
parents stayed nearby and could
provide much-needed help. It was
heart-breaking to think of our less
fortunate neighbours, who had
no one to help them during this
difficult time.
The rain stopped in the morning,
and I learnt that our neighbours
were seeking shelter in a nearby
mosque. The flood had not receded
in our housing area until the next
day. We went home and were
dismayed to see the aftermath of
the flood. We did not know where
to begin. Everything was washed
away or covered in mud. Electrical
appliances were damaged and
broken. I could not take the strong
smell from the flood and mud.
On Tuesday, about 50 volunteers
came to our houses to lend a hand.
We were so grateful that so many
people came to help though we
hardly know them. I realized that
this is what Malaysians have in our
hearts, the urge to help people in
need.
It took us a week to start moving
back to our houses, with no
furniture left behind. We slept on
a comforter for a few days while
waiting for the ordered mattresses
to be delivered to our houses. We
were grateful for the generosity
of family, friends and so many
other people that had helped us in
various ways, be it their strength to
help or financial aid. I especially felt
honoured that Mr Basir bin Towil,
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Figure 5: The furniture and other things were damaged from the after effects
of the flood

Figure 6: Some of the volunteers lending their hands to clean up the mess in
my house.
the Head of Orthopaedics, Selangor
state came to my house for a
visit and contributed financial aid
collected from all the Orthopaedic
Heads of Department in Selangor. I
cannot thank them enough for the
kindness and compassion that was
shown to me.
This traumatic experience was
indeed a memory to remember
for the rest of my life. One lesson
to be learnt; if flood waters come
your way, pack your important
documents and get out of that
area as soon as possible. We were
fortunate enough to be saved at the
nick of time when water was at our
chin level. I could not imagine the
situation if we were delayed even
by minutes. Till now, heavy rain
gives me palpitations and anxiety

sets in. I only wish the authorities
will take the necessary precautions
to prevent this from happening
again, as this one event had taken
a huge toll on everyone. Although
this disaster had taken away a lot
from us, there are so many things
I should be grateful for. I am very
thankful that everyone in my family
was safe and sound. I am also
grateful that I met countless kind
and warm-hearted people that went
all-out to help others in need. BO
Prepared by:
Dr Mardhiyah Abdul Nasir
Hospital Banting
Edited by:
Dr Gayathri P. Arumugam
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CALL FOR ARTICLE

CONTRIBUTIONS!
If you have a knack for putting your experiences and knowledge to pen and paper,
this call is for YOU. We are looking for more contributors to join our Writers Team.
We’d love to hear your thoughts and ideas as a member of the Orthopaedic
fraternity of Malaysia.
Submit articles to us that fall under any of the following categories in relevance to
the local Orthopaedic scene:
Events

In History

Financial

Any other topic related to the
practice of orthopaedic surgery

ARTICLE REQUIREMENTS:
• Submit your articles in Word Document (.docx) format.
• Articles should be within 500 to 1,000 words in length. Do note that if
selected, the format of your article may be amended to suit the newsletter
layout.
• Submission of supporting photos or images in JPEG or PNG format are
encouraged. Images submitted should be of high resolution (1MB and above)
to ensure the images are not pixelated in reproduction.
• Include references of source materials should you cite information or use
images from another party (person, organization or online website).
ARTICLE SUBMISSION DEADLINE: 1st MAY 2022 (SUNDAY)
Submit your article(s) via email to berita@moa-home.com.

WE LOOK FORWARD TO READING YOUR WRITEUPS!
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